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An improvement in the attenuation capabilities of acoustic metamaterials by means of the creation
of defects is considered here as a multiobjective optimization problem. From this point of view, it
is possible to define the optimum strategy in the creation of defects to achieve an important increase
in acoustic attenuation in a predetermined range of frequencies. A powerful multiobjective
optimization algorithm called evMOGA has been used to solve this problem. The study has been
restricted to the case of a two-dimensional sonic crystal formed by rigid cylinders in air, the defects
being vacancies in the initial structure. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.3040317�

Acoustic metamaterials are currently attracting consider-
able interest due to the great range of possible applications.
In the acoustic case, the term metamaterial involves man-
made acoustic media with unusual properties that can be
achieved by artificial structurings which are smaller than the
length scale of the external stimulus. A great effort has been
made in the characterization of these materials.1,2 Phononic
or sonic crystals �SCs� are considered as a family of acoustic
metamaterials defined as a periodic distribution of sound
scatterers embedded in another medium with different elastic
properties between them.3,4 The study of the transmission
properties of these metamaterials has attracted increasing
attention in recent years due to potential technological
applications.5,6 Research on increasing the attenuation capa-
bility of SCs has been considered a hot topic in the develop-
ment of acoustic attenuation devices.7,8 One of the following
options is the creation of vacancies �removing cylinders� in
the SC. The use of optimization algorithms as a tool to de-
cide the optimum strategy for removing cylinders has been
revealed as an accurate method for improving the attenuation
properties of SCs in any range of frequencies, even in a low
wavelength regime8 where SCs reveal a metamaterialistic
behavior.2,6 Moreover, the creation of vacancies presents
clear advantages—both acoustically and economically—in
the design of some filter devices �seemingly a suitable
method to design acoustic barriers based on SC which are
lighter and cheaper than the classical screens currently in
use�.

In this paper we analyze various strategies in the cre-
ation of vacancies in an initial and complete two-
dimensional SC formed by rigid cylinders in air, in order to
maximize attenuation properties in a predetermined range of
frequencies. Our purpose is twofold: on the one hand, to
obtain the optimum strategy for the creation of vacancies; on

the other hand, to demonstrate that the optimization method
produces a good solution to the presented problem. Our ap-
proach consists in the use of a search algorithm based on
genetic algorithms, called the epsilon variable multiobjective
genetic algorithm9 �evMOGA� �also known as �−MOGA�,
in conjunction with the multiple scattering theory �MST�.10

To optimize the attenuation properties of SCs, we have
considered that the attenuation spectra �usually called inser-
tion loss8� of the analyzed samples have to fulfill the two
following requirements in any chosen optimizing range of
frequencies: �i� the average attenuation has to present a
maximum and �ii� the standard deviation has to present a
minimum. These types of situations where several require-
ments �termed objective functions� have to be simulta-
neously improved are known as multiobjective optimization
problems and must be solved by simultaneously optimizing
the chosen objective functions.11 evMOGA, in combination
with the MST, is presented as an interesting alternative for
solving these types of problems.

In our case, we wish to obtain the configuration of va-
cancies in an initial SC that �1� maximizes and �2� regular-
izes the attenuation spectrum in a predetermined range of
frequencies. Two objective functions, based on the calcula-
tion of the acoustic pressure p, are defined to achieve this
purpose: the average �J1� and the standard deviation �J2� of
the acoustic pressure. Mathematically,

J1�x�� = p̄ = �
i

�pi�x���/Nf , �1�

J2�x�� = ��
i

��pi�x��� − p̄�2/Nf
2, �2�

where Nf represents the number of frequencies considered in
the range under study and pairs x� = �Xcyl ,Ycyl� provide the
position of the existing cylinders in the sample. Minimizing
both J1 and J2 implies obtaining a maximum of the acoustic
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attenuation and maximizing the flatness of the attenuation
spectrum, respectively, both in the range Nf.

The solutions obtained in a multiobjective optimization
process are not unique and they are usually called the Pareto
set. The graphical representation of this set is known as the
Pareto front12 �PF�, and it represents the best values, in some
sense, of the objective functions considered �Fig. 1�b��. In
general, each dimension of these plots corresponds to the
variation in each objective function so, in our case, the cor-
responding PF is a bidimensional graph where J2 is plotted
as a function of J1. Each point of the PF with coordinates
�J1i,J2i� corresponds to an optimized structure.

The method used by evMOGA to obtain a set of opti-
mized solutions consists in searching for the best solutions in
the search space by minimizing the objective functions. In
general, to find a good solution greatly depends on the opti-
mization path followed. The use of different optimization
paths in parallel calculus of the same problem increases the
reliability of the results because, if we obtain the same re-
sults, this will indicate both the independence of the path
followed inside the search space and the proximity to the
optimal solution of the problem. Ideal point �IP� from a PF is
defined as the point of minimum coordinates �J1 min ,J2 min�.
In our case, IP is that one with the best average attenuation
and standard deviation, respectively. Distance to the IP is a
classical index of quality of the solution in multiobjective
optimization problems �see Fig. 1�b��.

In this paper we have defined four strategies in the cre-
ation of vacancies �by removing cylinders�, taking into ac-
count the symmetry axis of the initial SC: �i� symmetry
around the X axis �symX�, �ii� symmetry around the Y axis
�symY�, �iii� symmetry around both the X and Y axes
�symXY�, and �iv� random �nosym� �Fig. 1�a��. The initial SC
is formed by 73 cylinders with a 4 cm diameter, placed in a
triangular array with lattice constant a=6.35 cm. There are
seven rows. The acoustic pressure is calculated by means
of MST at a point located 1 m from the middle of the SC in
the direction of �X. The chosen frequency range is from

2300 to 3700 Hz, calculating acoustic pressures each 50 Hz
�Nf =29�.

Based on the above symmetries of vacancy generation,
multiple execution of evMOGA with different search paths
has been performed in this paper. In one search path, we
have considered each strategy in the creation of defects in an
independent optimization process. The different Pareto sets
of each strategy have been independently obtained for choos-
ing the best strategy in the generation of vacancies. To acous-
tically characterize the results, we have taken into account
the following: �1� the IP coordinates and �2� the attenuation
area �AA�, which is an acoustic parameter defined as the area
enclosed between the positive range of spectra and the 0 dB
threshold line in the range of the selected frequencies. This
parameter, already used in previous works,8 measures the
attenuation capability of the considered structure.

In Table I we present the results of the optimization pro-
cess for the four independently considered strategies and the
corresponding values for the initial SC �full structure�.
�J1 min ,J2 min� coordinates represent the coordinates of the IP
of the Pareto set for each strategy, AAav means the average
of the AA for each Pareto set as the considered problem, as
explained above, does not have a unique solution. By exam-
ining the AA values, we can classify the strategies as fol-
lows: nosym�symY �symX�symXY. That is, the strategy
with the minimum IP �nearest to the origin of the coordi-
nates� presents the maximum AA, i.e., J1 and J2 are well
defined in order to achieve the objective pursued. Moreover,
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Examples of the different vacancy creation strategies used. �b� PFs for the mixed method showing each of the steps in the
optimization process. The PF for the independent nosym strategy is also represented. The complete and initial SC is also included in the inset.

TABLE I. Optimization values obtained by independently analyzing each of
the considered symmetries.

J1 min J2 min AAav

symXY 0.1263 0.0076 22 406
symX 0.0977 0.0052 23 808
symY 0.0906 0.0054 25 643
nosym 0.0530 0.0046 34 464
Full structure 0.5633 0.056 11 965
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we can quantitatively obtain an increase in the attenuation
capability for each analyzed strategy with respect to the start-
ing structure. This increase is around 200% in the case of the
nosym strategy �see Table I�.

To prove that the nosym is not only the optimum strat-
egy but the best, we have developed a strategy for the cre-
ation of vacancies, mixing the four strategies defined earlier.
In this search path, we have executed 12 runs of the optimi-
zation process in four different steps, taking again as an ini-
tial population in each run the best individuals obtained in
the previous run, and following the order of the strategies
obtained in Table I: �i� the three starting run constraints for
solutions with symXY, �ii� the next three run constraints with
only symX, �iii� the next three with symY, and �iv� the final
three executions imposing nosym restrictions. In Fig. 1�b�
we represent the PFs corresponding to the solutions in each
step of this mixed optimization process, plus the PF corre-
sponding to just the nosym strategy. One can see the super-
position of both PFs—nosym alone and nosym mixed—and
we can conclude that a similar solution is obtained in both
cases. This result indicates that the search for the minimum
of our problem is independent of the search path, and so the
stability of the optimization process is ensured.

Another argument for the selection of the objective func-
tions used in this work is shown in Fig. 2�a�. The optimized
structures obtained for the points of the PF that define the IP
for the nosym case of the mixed strategy �IP2 in Fig. 1�b��
are presented. The left structure �optimized �1�� represents
the point corresponding to the PF with the minimum aver-
aged acoustic pressure J1 �maximum attenuation level� and
maximum standard deviation �J2�. The right-hand example
�optimized �2�� represents the structure with maximum J1
and minimum J2. The corresponding attenuation spectra can
also be seen. Both structures show the variation in the attenu-
ation spectra due to the different extreme values of both ob-
jective functions considered in the considered PF.

In Fig. 2�b� the best structure obtained in the optimiza-
tion process and the corresponding attenuation spectra can be
seen. This structure corresponds to the point of the nosym PF
with the minimum distance to the origin of coordinates. This
point means that an agreement between both objective func-
tions is the nearest to the IP. To confirm the validity of the
theoretical results obtained, we have drawn the experimental
spectra of this optimum structure. We have measured the
attenuation spectrum, usually called insertion loss,8 analyz-
ing the results with a resolution of 8 Hz. The experiments
have been performed in an anechoic chamber using a direc-
tional white noise sound source. The good agreement be-
tween the theoretical and the experimental spectra can be
seen by calculating the corresponding AA �AAtheor
=31 202 Hz dB and AAexpt=30 215 Hz dB�. Anyway, the
differences in the shape between both optimized attenuation
spectra �theoretical and experimental� can be explained in
terms of the real experimental conditions compared with the
ideal conditions considered in the MST model: aluminum
cylinders infinitely large, little changes in the length of the
experimental lattice constant, acoustic conditions of the
anechoic chamber, etc.

As a conclusion, we have analyzed different strategies in
the creation of defects �vacancies� in an initial SC, in order to
determine which is optimal for achieving the objective of
increasing the acoustic attenuation in a predetermined range
of frequencies. The nosym strategy is revealed as not only
the optimum but also the best among the analyzed strategies.
Quantitatively, the resulting structure has doubled the attenu-
ation capability of the initial SC. This result has been proven
experimentally and can be extended to other ranges of fre-
quencies �such as ultrasounds� and other types of waves
�electromagnetic waves�.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Attenuation spectra for the nosym samples corre-
sponding to the points that define the IPs of the PFs. The corresponding
structures are represented as well. �b� Best nosym structure obtained in the
optimization process; theoretical and experimental attenuation spectra are
represented. The spectrum of the initial sample is also included.
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